Regression of liver fibrosis in cases of chronic liver disease type C: quantitative evaluation by using computed image analysis.
It was reported that the liver fibrosis is reduced in patients with chronic liver disease type C after eradication of HCV. Degree of fibrosis was expressed by the classical fibrosis scoring system (F0-F4) at present. However a change of subtle reduction of fibrosis cannot be expressed in its fibrosis score and thus we measured an area of fibrosis and compared detailed change of the fibrosis area in paired liver biopsy. For quantitative assessment of liver fibrosis, we measured an area of fibrosis using computed digital image analysis and pursued the rate of a fibrosis area for whole biopsied liver tissue of 25 patients with HCV infection (20 complete response patients to IFN therapy who showed viral eradication: CR and 5 non-treated ones with IFN but had conservative therapy: CT). In CR group, fibrosis rate was 7.2 +/- 1.5% before therapy, 2.7 +/- 0.5% after the therapy and they were significantly regressed. In CT group, fibrosis rate was 8.4 +/- 4.3% at the first biopsy, 15.9 +/- 7.7% at the second biopsy. Regression of liver fibrosis could be confirmed in patients with virologic response to IFN even in patients with liver cirrhosis. Our quantitative evaluation provided information superior to that obtained by the classical fibrosis staging score system.